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1 Problem introduction

Commonsense inference motivation Understanding a narrative often
requires commonsense reasoning about the potential mental states of people
in relation to events. For example, if “Alex is dragging his feet at work”,
pragmatic implications about Alex’s intent are that “Alex wants to avoid
doing things” (Figure 1). We can also infer that Alex’s emotional reaction
might be “lazy” or “bored”. Furthermore, while not explicitly mentioned
in the given event description, we can nonetheless infer that people other
than Alex are affected by Alex’s action, and these people are likely to be
“frustrated” or “impatient”.

This type of pragmatic inference can potentially be useful for a wide
range of NLP applications that require accurate anticipation of peoples’
intents and emotional reactions even when they are not stated directly.

For example, an ideal dialogue system should react in empathetic ways
by reasoning about the human user’s mental state based on the events the
user has experienced, without the user explicitly stating how they’re feeling.
Similarly, advertisement systems on social media should be able to reason
about the emotional reactions of people after events like mass shootings,
and remove ads for guns which might increase social distress [Goel and
Isaac, 2016]. Also, pragmatic inference is a necessary step toward automatic
narrative understanding and generation [Tomai and Forbus, 2010, Ding and
Riloff, 2016, Ding et al., 2017].

However, this type of social commonsense reasoning goes far beyond the
widely studied entailment tasks [Bowman et al., 2015, Dagan et al., 2006],
and thus falls outside the scope of existing benchmarks.

In this project, we introduce a new corpus that supports commonsense
inference on events with a specific focus on modeling stereotypical intents
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Figure 1: Example of commonsense inference enabled by our dataset col-
lected using Mechanical Turk.

and reactions of people, described in short free form text. Our study is
in a similar spirit to recent efforts of Ding and Riloff [2016] and Zhang
et al. [2017], in that we aim to model aspects of commonsense inference via
natural language descriptions. The major difference is that we introduce a
new large-scale corpus that supports commonsense inference about people’s
intents and reactions over a diverse range of everyday events and situations,
going beyond classifying their polarities.

The resulting corpus includes around 25,000 event phrases, which com-
bine automatically extracted phrases from stories and blogs with all id-
iomatic verb phrases listed in the Wiktionary.

Fuzzy matching new events

We derive events from verb phrases in the syntax parse of sentences. We
then replace the predicate subject and other entities with the typed variables
(e.g., PersonX, PersonY), and selectively substitute verb arguments with
blanks ( ). While our corpus covers 25K events describing a wide range of
social situations, coverage “out-of-domain” is relatively low.

For enabling commonsense inference on new events, we find the near-
est neighbors in our annotated corpus. We explore various techniques for
doing such similarity matching, ranging from SQL-based character trigram
matching [pgt] to using word vector representations [Mikolov et al., 2013].
We consider various SQL based approaches, since we believe them to be op-
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timized for efficiency. We further consider numerical approaches (e.g. word
vectors) as these methods allow for semantic-based generalizations

2 Related work

SQL string similarity
Using SQL techniques, most work in string similarity has followed two gen-
eral ideas:

• edit distance:
This method counts the number of operations needed to transform
one string into another. This method is very sensitive to word order,
which can be a drawback depending on the application.

• token matching:
This approach operates on sets of tokens found in both strings. Those
are usually character ngrams (i.e. sets of 3 consecutive characters).
Given the two sets, similarity is then defined using Jaccard, Dice or
cosine similarity.

To extend these simplistic approaches, there have been various efforts
to relax the hard constraints on exact token matches. Specifically, Wang
et al. [2014] allow tokens to be similar if they are within an edit distance
threshold, using set similarities on the relaxed set-matches.

There is also work done in making SQL token matching more efficient
Schneider et al. [2015]. For instance, Wang et al. [2011] use a signature
technique to efficiently find similar sets of tokens.

Word vectors
In natural language processing, most current techniques deal with word em-
beddings Mikolov et al. [2013]. Word embeddings project individual words
from a very high-dimensional space to a lower-dimensional space, which is
thought of as capturing more semantic information about the meaning of
words. Common word embedding evaluations measure this semantic infor-
mation by performing word analogies in the vector space, e.g.:

~vking − ~vman + ~vwoman ≈ ~vqueen
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Annotated events 23,275

Events from stories 98,8392
annotated subset 14,855

Table 1: Dataset statistics. A consequence of the choice of events to annotate
using crowdsourcing, 1.5% of story events are already annotated.

3 Experiments

Our experimental setup is as follows. We extract events from the ROCSto-
ries dataset [Mostafazadeh et al., 2016], containing 100K stories, yielding
nearly 1M distinct events. We then compute similarities between all events
from ROCStories and the events in our annotated corpus, using SQL and
word vector methods. Dataset statistics can be found in Table 1.

SQL string similarity We turn to the pg trgm package in PostgreSQL
[pgt], for computing event similarity. This package represents each event as
a set of character trigrams, which are length 3 sequences of consecutive char-
acters.1 This package measures set similarity between character trigrams in
two events, using Jaccard similarity:

J(A,B) =
|A ∩B|
|A ∪B|

We design a schema for the purposes of performing the fuzzy join, depicted
in Figure 2. For efficiency, we build an event vocabulary that contains all
distinct events in the stories, reducing the number of records from 1.8M to
0.98M events.

Word vectors We use word2vec vectors trained on the GoogleNews cor-
pus [Mikolov et al., 2013] to find semantically similar events. Specifically,
we represent an event as the average of its word vectors ~ve = 1

N

∑
~wi, and

use the gensim package in Python to efficiently find similar events in terms
of cosine distance:

cos(~va, ~vb) =
~va · ~vb

||~va|| · ||~vb||
1For instance, the word “hello” contains the trigrams {‘ h’,‘

he’,‘hel’,‘ell’,llo’,‘lo ’,‘o ’}
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Figure 2: ER diagram used in our SQL experiments.

4 Evaluation & Discussion

We evaluate our event fuzzy matching algorithms on two dimensions: run-
time and coverage over unannotated events. Both methods’ performances
are shown in Table 2. Word embeddings seem to be more efficient than
SQL queries for this task, yielding a speedup of > 25x. We hypothesize
that this difference is due to the dimensionality difference in both meth-
ods; pg trgm operates on character trigrams, which yields 17K-27K possible
values. Meanwhile, word vectors are pre-trained to be a smaller dimension
(300), making it easier to compute with.

The coverage with word2vec is also much higher. This makes sense since
the word vectors have a vocabulary of 3 million words, making it much more
likely that an event have a non-zero embedding.

We show examples of matched events with both techniques in Table 3.
Examples illustrate various differences between techniques. Particularly,
word2vec captures the semantics of events better, illustrated by it’s ability
to match “cat food” and “dog food”. pg trgm, on the other hand, is heavily
lexically biased, at the risk of replacing key words in the event (e.g., “the
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metric pg trgm word2vec

execution time [min] 511 20

coverage @ .3 91.5% 99.9%
coverage @ .6 17.1% 96.8%
coverage @ .8 3.3% 38.5%

Table 2: Evaluating performance of both metrics. We measure execution
time using the time unix command.

unannotated event
pg trgm word2vec

matched annot. event sim. matched annot. event sim.

really wanted a pet really wanted 0.70 really wanted a
puppy

0.89

returns the pan returns the
phone

0.62 goes down the
pan

0.71

accepts gladly gladly accepted 0.72 gladly accepted 0.85
sighs a breath of re-
lief

breathes a sigh
of relief

0.76 sighs in relief 0.84

gets on PER-
SON

gets PERSON
one

0.87 gets PERSON
back

0.95

quickly works up works quickly 0.82 picks up
quickly

0.82

stays late for class
once

is late for class 0.52 stays after class 0.79

eats PERSON’s cat
food

eats PERSON’s
food

0.83 eats PERSON’s
own dog food

0.91

works out every day works every day 0.80 works every day 0.92

Table 3: Example of matched events using the pg trgm PostgreSQL package,
and word2vec in Python.
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pan” becomes “the phone”). Overall, both methods have a tendency to drop
words from the unannotated event, especially pg trgm. This can be a good
or bad thing depending on which word is dropped (“eating cat food” is very
different from “eating food”). Relatedly, neither methods are particularly
sensitive to the length (number of words), or word order of the events.
Both those can easily be taken into account, at the risk of not allowing
paraphrastic re-wording (e.g., a constraint on word order would probably
prevent “sighs a breath of relief” from matching “breathes a sigh of relief”).

5 Conclusion

In this project we explore fuzzy joins for event phrases using a new dataset
of crowdsourced annotations of stereotypical intents and reactions of events.
With a smaller dataset of 23K events with annotations, we hypothesize
similar events will have similar intents and reactions. We therefore explore
efficient ways to find similar events from a larger event set, automatically
extracted. We explore both SQL and word vector based approaches, and
find that both in coverage and performance, word vector based approaches
outperform SQL ones. This suggests there is room for optimizing SQL based
techniques to perform string based fuzzy joins.
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